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Book-ended by works of Johannes Brahms, tonight's program by the 
18-year-old Chinese violist Ziyu Shen offered an ideal opportunity to 
experience this delightful young artist's prodigious talent. In 
presenting the New York debut recital, Young Concert Artists showed 
yet again their marvelous knack for finding and nurturing exceptional 
young musicians. 
 
Ziyu Shen walked briskly onto the stage at Merkin Hall.  She looked 
extremely young, very pretty, and eager to play for us. Jessica Osborne 
was at the Steinway tonight, providing luminously detailed playing 
and forming an attentive, simpatico connection with her young 
colleague.   
 
Johannes Brahms composed his Sonatensatz (Scherzo in C-minor) in 1853 
at the suggestion of his friend, Robert Schumann. The violin virtuoso 
Joseph Joachim had accepted a proposition from Schumann to 
perform a sonata written specially for him - by three composers. 
Schumann's pupil Dietrich composed the first movement, Schumann 
himself the second and fourth, and Brahms the third. Joachim retained 
the sole copy of the score after performing it, and had the Brahms scherzo published in 1906, after the 
composer's death. 
 
Ziyu Shen and Ms. Osborne offered this free-standing movement as the opening work in this evening's 
program, and it proved a felicitous choice. Throughout the six-minute piece, numerous rhythmic and melodic 
motifs are heard. 
 
Violist and pianist seized our imagination with this delicious appetizer. Next we were treated to a wonderful 
performance of Rebecca Clarke's Sonata for viola and piano. The composer, a professional violist herself, 
submitted this sonata to a chamber music competition in 1919 (using a nom de plume, Anthony Trent, since 
women were considered incapable of composing anything of worth in those days) and she tied for first prize. 
The sonata was re-discovered the 1970s and has since become a popular work in the viola/piano repertory. 
 
Ziyu Shen and Jessica Osborne played the Clarke superbly. By turns dreamy and animated, the music shows 
off both musicians perfectly; their playing becomes passionate and rhapsodic before the 'Impetuoso' finishes 
with a slow viola rise to a tranquil finish, the piano shimmering lightly. 
 
One might have expected an adagio to follow; instead Ziyu Shen launched a plucking motif and the duo 
commenced a lively, witty, chattering dance. Following a slower interlude, a rippling piano passage becomes 
march-like before subsiding into a gentle twinkle as the music vanished into thin air. 
 
A simple piano statement opens the sonata's final movement; Ziyu Shen relished a sustained, 
brooding melody which goes high and dreamy before reverting to a velvety depth: there's a feeling Page 1 of 2 
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here of anxious romance. The piano restores a sense of calm; the violist sustains a remarkable quavering note. 
A four-note up-and-down thought finds the viola stuck on itself before the music dashes on thru peaks and 
valleys to a rather sudden end. The audience's admiration for our two players was warmly demonstrated at 
the close of their excellent performance of this sonata. 
 
Prokofiev closed the concert's first half: two excerpts from ROMEO & JULIET. The first of these familiar 
passages, 'Introduction', drew perfumed playing from Ziyu Shen which, combined with Ms. Osborne's 
gorgeous playing, made for a deeply appealing experience.  
 
Qingwu Guan's From Mongolian Folk Songs depicts the equestrian lifestyle of the Mongols. Ziyu Shen, in vivid 
alliance with Ms.Osborne, caught the mood of mystery that opens this showpiece. This energetic rarity is a 
real treat, and the audience seemed to love it.  
 
The two clarinet sonatas of opus 120 were the last chamber works of Johannes Brahms. He wrote them in 
1894, and even before they had appeared in print, he had transcribed them for viola. This evening the first of 
the two sonatas was played with a beautiful, lingering Autumnal quality by Ziyu Shen and Jessica Osborne; 
the word "sadness" appears often in the notes I scrawled during their performance. 
 
A sense of yearning lyricism and bursts of passion fill the sonata's opening. Our two musicians lingered on 
the haunting melodies before reaching the softly pensive conclusion. In the Andante that follows, Ziyu Shen 
and Ms. Osborne both displayed enviable control with some very soft playing. Their communicative gifts 
drew us in, and the atmosphere was lovingly sustained throughout. 
 
The sonata’s Allegretto grazioso final movement opens at a mild pace, with a delicate interlude for glistening 
piano and commenting viola. Transitioning thru a waltz-like passage, the finale starts rather hesitatingly 
before things perk up; ironic mood shifts - and a sense of gentle loveliness - sweeps the players (and we the 
listeners) on to an exuberant conclusion. 
 
Ziyu Shen received the audience's warm applause at the end of her program with a lovely combination of 
excitement and modesty. As an encore, she offered Fritz Kreisler's Schön Rosmarin ('Beautiful Rosemary'), 
played with the alternating currents of hesitation and impetus which mark the 'Old Vienna' style. Ms. 
Osborne here - as all evening - was an ideal musical partner. 
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